Abstract-Space-time block codes (STBC) using coordinate interleaved orthogonal designs (CIOD) proposed recently by Khan and Rajan allow single-complex symbol decoding while offering higher data rates than orthogonal STBC. In this paper, we present the equivalent channels of CIOD codes. A new maximum likelihood metric is also derived, which is simpler than the one shown by Khan and Rajan. The exact symbol pairwise error probability and a tight union bound on symbol error rate are derived. The tight union bound can be used to analyze the performance of CIOD codes with arbitrary constellations. We provide new optimal rotation angles based on minimizing the union bound for various constellations. Furthermore, a new signal design combining signal rotation and power allocation is presented for rectangular quadrature amplitude modulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBC) [1] , [2] , a special class of space-time block codes (STBC1) are one of the most attractive space-time coding techniques to exploit the spatial diversity of the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) fading channels. While OSTBC enable low-complexity maximum likelihood (ML) detection, their code rate is low when there are more than 2 transmit (Tx) antennas.
To improve the code rate of OSTBC and maintain singlesymbol decoding complexity, some alternative code designs have been introduced recently. They are quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes (QSTBC) with minimum decoding complexity [3] and STBC using coordinate interleaved orthogonal designs (CIOD) [4] . Since the maximal rate of CIOD codes is higher than or equal to that of OSTBC, MDC-QSTBC [2] - [4] , they will be the subject of our study.
While OSTBC achieve full diversity for any constellation, CIOD codes may not achieve full-diversity with the conventional constellations such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) or phase shift keying (PSK). To achieve full diversity, modulation symbols may need to be rotated an angle a [4] . Proper choice of angle a will maximize the code diversity and also minimize the error performance. The authors in [4] use the coding gain parameter [5] to derive the optimal a for QAM. However, maximizing the coding gain amounts to minimizing the worst-case codeword pair-wise error probability (CPEP), which does not guarantee the minimization of the symbol error rate (SER). In general, how to find the optimal signal designs for QAM, PSK, and other constellation with good 'Depending on the context, STBC stands for space-time block code/codes/coding. minimum Euclidean distance such as lattice of equilateral triangular (TRI) (also called hexagonal (HEX)) or amplitude PSK (APSK) [6] in terms of minimal SER is still unknown.
In this paper, we derive equivalent channels of CIOD codes. A new ML metric is also presented, which is more insightful than that presented in [4] , yet offers lower detection complexity. A closed form symbol pair-wise error probability (SPEP) is derived. Hence the union bound on the symbol error rate (SER) can be easily evaluated. For all the tested cases, the union bound is within 0.1 dB of the simulated SER. Therefore, this bound can be used to accurately analyze the performance of CIOD codes, and moreover, to optimize the signal rotation for an arbitrary constellation. We furthermore present a new approach to design signal transformation for rectangular QAM (QAM-R) yielding better performance than the existing ones in [4] , [7] . II 3We use the term "codeword" and "code matrix" interchangeably.
is scaled by p so that the average SNR at each Rx antenna is p, independent of the number of Tx antennas. The code matrix of an STBC can be represented in a general linear dispersion form [1] , [8] and T2 x M2, respectively; there are K1 and K2 complex symbols are embedded in OM, and OM2, respectively. Additionally, the matrices OM. and OM2 are scaled by constants 'i and K2 to satisfy the power constraint.
Let K be the least common multiple (1cm) of K1 and K2, ni = K/Kl,n2 = K/K2, T1 = nlT1,T2 n2T2. A block of K 2K data (information) symbols si ai + j bi (j2 IV. EQUIVALENT CHANNELS AND ML DECODER Since the mapping rule of the real and imaginary parts of symbols Sk are known, one can write explicitly the dispersion matrices of these symbols. For notational convenience, we reserve the letters A and B for the dispersion matrices of OSTBC and use the letters E and F for the dispersion matrices of CIOD codes; there are K = 2K pairs of such matrices Ek, Fk (i = 1, 2, ... , K). Additionally, we can write Ai (OM3) or Bi(oMj) to denote the dispersion matrices of OSTBC OMj (j = 1,2). Since Ai (OMj) or Bi (OMj) are known, we can write Ek and Fk explicitly though they are quite lengthy.
We can write the CIOD codes using the dispersion form (2) as C =1 (akEk + bkFk), note that K = 2K and K = lcm{Kl, K2}.
To simplify our analysis, we first consider the number of Rx antennas is N = 1 and generalize for N > 1 later. X/2dk+'X-(11 (9) %i Yk f1
We can conclude that the matrices X1 = (1 and (2 X 2 are the equivalent channels of CIOD codes. The ML solution of (9) is dk = arg min(pdkj-ptdk dk 2 pRJ(yT)dk).
The result in (10) to the data vectors dk [4] , [7] . Including the rotation matrix to (9) and (10) Akin to the decoding of OSTBC, the decoding metric (12) of CIOD codes does not involve the dispersion matrices [9] . This fact greatly reduces the decoding complexity compared with the one proposed in [4, eq. (84)], where the dispersion matrices of symbols are required. In the next section, we will investigate the performance of CIOD codes with different types of constellations by exploiting the special structure of the equivalent channels.
V. SER UNION BOUND AND OPTIMAL SIGNAL DESIGNS
We first consider the data vectors dk = [ak bk]T for 1 < k < K. These data vectors are sent over the same equivalent channel Xf1/ and therefore they have the same error probability; we thus drop the subindex k for short. Let (11) , the SPEP of the symbol pair dk and dk can be expressed by the Gaussian tail function as [10] P(d-7-) Q(Q 4oRA2) (13) where No = 1/2 is the variance of the real part of the elements of the white noise vector Xp 1 z in (11 Using the Craig's formula [11] to derive the conditional SPEP in (13) 
where
For a fixed SNR, the union bound Pu(S) depends on the constellation S and the rotation angles a1 and a2. = P2(dm -> dn). Therefore, Pt,iX(S) = Pu,2(S); and if aopt is the optimal value of a1, then 7/2 -aopt is optimal for a2. Hence, we just write the value of a1 and imply that the value of a2 = w/2-a1.
The union bound on SER is plotted in Fig. 1 for a CIOD code for M = 4 Tx antennas (M1, M2) = (2, 2). For the three examined constellations (4QAM, 8QAM-R, and 16QAM), and a1 = 31.71750 [4] , the union bound becomes tight when SER < 10-1 and is less than 0.1 dB apart from the simulated SER at high SNR.
Since the union bound is tight for SER < 10-2, it can be used to optimize the values of rotation angles a1 and a1. The new optimal signal rotations for the popular constellations based on minimizing the SER union bound are summarized in Table I . Only the optimal values aopt of a1 are listed, the optimal values of a2 = /2 -aopt. The geometrical shapes of 8-ary constellations are sketched in Fig. 2 . The best 8TRI in terms of minimum Euclidean distance (carved from the lattice of equilateral triangular) is selected [6] .
Numerical Results
We compare the SER union bounds of CIOD code with several constellations using new optimal signal designs in The union bounds on SER of 8QAM-R and 32QAM-R using signal rotation of Khan-Rajan with aE1 =31.71750 [4] , signal transformation of Wang-Wang-Xia [7, Theorem 6] , and our new signal transformation for CIOD codes with M =4 (Mi 2,M2 =2),N =1 are compared in Fig. 4 . At SER = 10-6, our new signal transformation yields 0.2 dB and 0.4 dB gains compared with the signal designs of WangWang-Xia and Khan-Rajan, respectively. The BER of 8QAM-R also confirms the improvement of our newly proposed transformation over the existing ones.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented the equivalent channels for CIOD codes, enabling their decoding readily. The exact union bound on SER has been calculated. This bound is within 0.1 dB of the simulated SER at medium and high SNR. Thus, it can be used to analyze the performance of CIOD codes and, more importantly. to optimize the signal rotation for any constellation with an arbitrary geometrical shape. Performances of CIOD codes with different constellations such as QAM, PSK, TRI have been compared; among these constellations, QAM yields the best performance. We further present a new approach to design signal transformation for signal with uneven powers of the real and imaginary parts such as QAM-R. The new signal designs for QAM-R outperform the existing ones. The results of this paper can be extended in different aspects such as antenna selection and beamforming.
